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In this paper we introduce a partial order on the elements of a matroid based on its fundamen- 
tal circuits. The partial order is used to define and classify fundamental and secondary 
equivalence classes of a bicircular matroid. These classes form the basic building blocks of bicir- 
cular generalized networks, i.e., generalized networks containing no unit cycles. Here, we use the 
classes to analyze the connectedness and cycle structure of such networks. In two subsequent ar- 
ticles, we use these theoretical results to develop a polynomial-time algorithm for transforming 
the constraint matrix of a linear program to the generalized node-arc incidence matrix of a bicir- 
cular generalized network, when such a transformation is possible. 
1. Introduction and overview 
A pure network flow problem, or transshipment problem, is a linear program for 
which the objective function is to be minimized and the constraint matrix A has ex- 
actly two nonzero entries in each column, one f 1 and one - 1. In this context, A 
can be interpreted as the node-by-arc incidence matrix of a directed graph, the 
variables as arc flows, and the constraints as source, sink, and flow conservation 
requirements. If at most two entries in each column are nonzero, then A is called 
a generalized incidence matrix and the program is called a generalized network flow 
problem. Each arc can be given a flow multiplier, or gain. Positive gains may be 
regarded as amplification or attenuation factors. 
Because of the special structure of a network constraint matrix, algorithms 
for flow problems in pure networks run 50 to 200 times faster and require less 
storage than available general linear programming codes I7,12,21]. Algorithms for 
flows in generalized networks are next in efficiency after those for pure networks 
[1,2,13,15,18-21,23,24]. For this reason, there has been great interest in efficient 
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techniques, both exact and heuristic, for converting linear programs into flow pro- 
blems on pure and generalized networks [4-6,8,11,14,16,17,29-31,371. 
Although a number of algorithms are known for recognizing “hidden’ pure net- 
works in LP problems [4? 6,11,17], as yet there is no polynomial algorithm for 
recognizing hidden generalized networks in LP problems. Much of the work for 
pure networks exploits the underlying matroid structures determined by matrices 
and networks. In the pure network case, the matroid structure determines the 
underlying network up to two-isomorphism [34]. (See [3] or [33] for an introduction 
to the matroid terminology used here.) For generalized networks, there is also a 
close connection between the network and matroid structures, but the situation is 
more complicated. 
It is natural to begin the investigation of generalized network recognition by con- 
sidering the special case of bicircular generalized networks (see below for defini- 
tions, especially Section 2). There has recently been a great deal of interest in such 
networks [9,10,22,27,28,32,35,36]. It is NP-hard to determine whether a given 
matroid is bicircular [9]. However, it is not necessary to determine whether a 
matroid is bicircular in order to realize its network structure in the event that it is 
bicircular. In the present paper we develop a theoretical understanding of bases and 
circuits in bicircular matroids which is both of independent interest and is needed 
to reconstruct a bicircular network from its matroid structure. In the sequel [25,26], 
this reconstruction leads to a polynomial-time algorithm for transforming an LP to 
a generalized network flow problem, provided there exists an underlying bicircular 
network whose generalized incidence matrix is projectively equivalent to the LP con- 
straint matrix. (See [4] for the definition of projective equivalence.) 
The algorithm proceeds as follows. Let A be the given constraint matrix; we wish 
to determine a graph G and a generalized network N consisting of an assignment 
of directions and weights to the edges of G such that the generalized incidence 
matrix of N is projectively equivalent to A. The matroid M(A) represented by the 
columns of A will be isomorphic to the gain matroid GN(N) and, if N has no unit 
cycles, to the bicircular matroid B(G) on the edges of G. In the preprocessing stage, 
we identify the components of M(A) that will correspond to the connected com- 
ponents of B(G) and reduce the problem to the connected case. We contract the 
elements that lie in no circuit, and construct a basis for M(A) for which there is a 
single minimal class with respect to an ordering of the equivalence classes determin- 
ed by the fundamental circuits (using Theorem 3.2 of the present paper). We per- 
form a further contraction so that the equivalence classes determined by ‘secondary’ 
I circuits are singletons (Theorems 2.9, 2.14, and 5.4). Finally, we contract any non- 
minimal basic elements (Theorems 4.3 and 7. l), yielding a basis for Aw(A) that cor- 
responds to certain possible geometric forms in G (Theorem 7.4). 
We then reconstruct G (up to a small number of possibilities). The complement, 
relative to the basis, of each secondary circuit is connected in G, and we use this 
to determine both the form of the basis for B(G) and the incidences of its edges. 
Similarly, we determine the incidences of the nonbasic edges. We then ‘reattach’ the 
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edges that were contracted earlier, using the ordering of the fundamental classes. 
Finally, we assign directions and gains to the edges so that the generalized incidence 
matrix of the resulting generalized network is projectively equivalent to A. Assuiu- 
ing such a generalized network exists for A and is bicircular, this algorithm con- 
structs one; if no such bicircular generalized network exists, the algorithm e.;her 
produces a nonbicircular one or ends in a contradiction. 
Another algorithm for determining projective equivalence has been developed 
along different lines by Coullard et al. [lo]. 
2. Minimal classes and bicircular matroids 
Let B be a basis for a matroid M on a finite nonempty set S. We define an 
equivalence relation on B and a partial ordering of its equivalence classes, based on 
the fundamental circuits of M with respect to B. 
Definition 2.1. For a, t, E B, let Q+ b iff every fundamental circuit in M contain- 
ing b also contains a. Let aEMb iff a(,,,, b and b<Ma, i.e., iff a and b are in the 
same fundamental circuits. (When M is the only matroid involved, we omit the 
subscript.) 
Definition 2.2. For a in B, let [a] denote its fundamental class, i.e., its equivalence 
class in B/E. Let [a] 5 [b] iff al 6. 
This is well defined and defines a partial order on B/r, although I is not in 
general a partial order on B. 
Definition 2.3. A minimal (maximal) class is an equivalence class that is minimal 
(maximal) for this partial order. A minimal element of B is an element of a minimal 
class, i.e., a is minimal iff bla implies b=a. Let A4 be the set of minimal elements 
in B. 
Since S is finite, M is nonempty and is the union of equivalence classes of minimal 
elements of B. In fact, for each b E B there is a minimal element c with CI b. 
If b is in no fundamental circuit, then a< b for all a, so the elements (if any) that 
are in no fundamental circuit form the unique maximal equivalence class. 
Definition 2.4. For n E S- B, let F, denote the fundamental circuit with respect to 
B that contains n. (When necessary to avoid ambiguity, we will write F,(B) 
instead.) 
Lemma 2.5 now follows from the definition of F,(B) and elementary matroid 
thaory. 
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Lemma 2.5. An element of S belongs to a circuit of M with respect to B if and only 
if it belongs to a fundamental circuit of M with respect o B. 
Note that B=S if and only if the matroid M has no circuits, while if B#S the 
fundamental circuits of M may all be singletons. In these cases, all elements of B 
lie in the maximal equivalence class and this class is also the unique minimal class. 
If M has a fundamental circuit that is not a singleton, i.e., that intersects B in a 
nonempty set, then every minimal element lies in a fundamental circuit. 
Let F be the set of basic elements common to all fundamental circuits that in- 
tersect B. 
Proposition 2.6. F is contained in M. F is nonempty if and only if M is a single 
equivalence class, in which case F=M. 
Proof. Clearly, M> F. Let M be a single class and let a EM. Let U be a fundamental 
circuit that meets B, b E B n U, and c be a minimal element such that cc b. Since 
c=a, aE I/. Thus F= M#0. The rest is immediate. •! 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with nonempty node and edge sets V and E, respective- 
ly. Throughout his paper, we will assume G is connected. An assignment of direc- 
tions d and nonzero weights (gains) w to the edges of E determines a generalized 
net work N = (A G, w). We denote undirected edges by e = [a, b] and directed edges by 
d(e) = (a, b). When w(e) > 0, e E E, w(e) is interpreted as the unit gain for flow travel- 
ing along the directed arc d(e): if x(e) is the flow leaving the origin node of d(e), 
then w(e)x(e) is the flow arriving at the destination node. If all gains are 1, we call 
N a pure network. For each cycle in N we choose an arbitrary, fixed direction. A 
unit cycle is one whose net gain, the product of the weights of the forward arcs 
divided by that of the reverse arcs, is 1. Of course, reversing the direction of a cycle 
does not affect whether it is a unit cycle. In a pure network, all cycles are unit cycles. 
A proper one-tree in G is a tree T together with a single edge joining two (not 
necessarily distinct) nodes of T. A one-tree is either a tree or a proper one-tree, and 
a one-forest is the union of disjoint one-trees. A bicycle is a graph homeomorphic 
to one of the graphs of Fig. 1 (the third form in Fig. 1 is called a handcuff). 
The cycle (polygon) matroid of G is the matroid P(G) defined on E whose in- 
dependent sets are forests, i.e., cycle-free sets of edges. Since G is connected, the 
bases of P(G) are the spanning trees and the circuits are the cycles of G. The bicir- 
cular matroid of G is the matroid B(G) defined on E whose independent sets are 
one-forests. Its circuits are the bicycles of G and its bases are described below. The 
Fig. 1. 
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gain (voltage-graphic) matroid of N= (d G, w) is the matroid GN(N) = GN(A G, w) 
defined on E whose circuits are the unit cycles of N and the bicycles containing no 
unit cycles [35,36]. (When the directions are understood, we may write G rather 
than AC.) If N is a pure network then GN(N) = P(G), while if N has no unit cycles 
then GN(N) = B(G). We call N a bicircuIar generalized network if it has no unit 
cycles, and so pure and bicircular generalized networks are at opposite extremes 
from each other. Note that a gain matroid may be bicircular even if its underlying 
generalized network is not bicircular. Indeed, there exist networks N=(dG, w) and 
N’ = (d ‘G’, w’), where N’ has a unit cycle but N has none, and GN(N) = GN(N’) 
in the sense of matroid isomorphism (but B(G)#B(G’)) (see Fig. 2). 
N N’ 
Fig. 2. Isomorphic gain matroids with distinct bicircular structures. 
Now let B be a basis for M= B(G). The graph G is either a one-tree or else con- 
tains a bicycle. If G is a one-tree then B =F= M= E, and in this case B is connected 
and forms a single equivalence class. If G contains a bicycle, then every minimal 
edge lies in a fundamental bicycle. B may be disconnected but, as the following 
shows, every connected component of B contains a cycle. Throughout this paper, 
we will assume G contains a bicycle. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a connected component of a basis B for B(G). Then K con- 
tains a unique cycle C. Moreover, for all c E C and b E K, CI b. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, B(G) has a fundamental bicycle, which contains a cycle lying 
in a component K, of B. If a nonbasic edge joins K, to a component Kz of B, then 
its fundamental bicycle contains a cycle in Kz. Since G is connected and E is finite, 
K must thus contain a cycle C. Since K cannot contain a bicycle, C is unique. 
Now let b E K and let F,, be a fundamental bicycle containing b; then [b] c F, - n. 
Also, F, - n contains one cycle if it is connected and two if it is not, with each cycle 
in a distinct component of B (this happens if and only if F;, is a handcuff and n lies 
on the path joining the two cycles). If F, - n is connected, then it lies in K and so 
its cycle is C. If F, - n is not connected, then its component containing b lies in K 
and so the cycle lying in that component must also be C. Thus CCF, and for all 
CEC, clb. n 
Corollary 2.8. The elements in a basic cycle lie in a single equivalence class. 
The following result shows that Lemma 2.7 holds not only for components of a 
basis but also for components of its minimal classes (see also Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Graph with three minimal classes (solid edges are basic). 
Theorem 2.9. For every basis B, every connected component of every minimal class 
contains a unique cycle. 
Proof. Let P be a connected component of a minimal class, let b E P, and let K be 
the unique component of B containing P. By Lemma 2.7, K contains a unique cycle 
C and, since b is minimal, CC [b]. We will show CC P by showing [b] contains a 
path from b to C. 
If b E C, the result follows since C is connected. Suppose b $ C. Then there is a 
unique path D in K from b to C. There is a fundamental bicycle F, containing b. 
Since F, is connected, there is a path D’ in F, from b to C. Since K is connected, 
D’ contains only edges of K and possibly also n. If n $D’, then D = D’. If n ED’ 
there must be a path D” in F, from b to C not containing n (otherwise F, would 
contain a cycle on the same side of n as b and K would have two cycles), and so 
D=D”. So F, contains D and the result follows. 0 
Corollary 2.10. Each minimal class contains at most two cycles. If some minimal 
class has two cycles, then it is the unique minimal class in G and meets two com- 
ponents K, and K2 of B. In addition, B = K, U K2 and all nonbasic edges in G join 
K, to K2. 
Proof. If [b] is a minimal class with three cycles then these cycles must lie in distinct 
components of B. So b is contained in no fundamental bicycle, a contradiction. 
Let [b] be minimal with cycles C, and C, in components K, and K2, respectively, 
of B. If G contains more than two components of B, then it contains a component 
K3 with a cycle C, and a nonbasic edge joining K3 to either K, or K2. There is thus 
a fundamental bicycle containing C, and either Ct or C, but not the other. This 
contradicts the equivalence of Ct and C,. Finally, there exists a nonbasic edge n 
joining K, and K2. If some other nonbasic edge nl does not also join K, and K2 
then its fundamental bicycle contains either Cr or C, but not both, again a con- 
tradiction. q 
Corollary 2.11. Either each component of A4 forms a distinct equivalence class or 
A4 is a single class meeting two components of B. 
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Corollary 2.12. If B is connected, then M is connected, coincides with F, and con- 
tains the unique cycle of B. The converse is false. 
Proof. Each fundamental bicycle F, must contain the unique cycle of B, so F is 
nonempty and equals M. On the other hand, M can be connected, equal to F and 
contain a unique cycle even if B is not connected (see Fig. S(b) below, which shows 
that a basis may have components containing no minimal edges). Cl 
Definition 2.13. An arm of a basic cycle C is a path A of basic edges whose initial 
node (axilla) is a node of C, that contains no edges of C, and is contained in no 
longer path with these properties. The terminal node of A is the unique node of 
basic degree one. Note that distinct arms may share some edges (see Fig. 4). 
Theorem 2.14. Each cycle of minimal edges has at most two arms, which consist 
entirely of minimal edges. If some minimal class contains two cycles, then its cycles 
each have at most one arm in M. 
Proof. If a cycle C in M has an arm A of minimal edges, then A and C lie in the 
same minimal class, by Theorem 2.9. Now A must terminate at a nonbasic edge n, 
since otherwise it would either terminate in a node of degree 1 (and would be in no 
fundamental bicycle) or it would return to C (creating a bicycle in B). So A c F,. 
All arms of C in M are equivalent and hence lie in F,, so they all terminate at n. 
Two arms leading to the same vertex of n would create a bicycle in B, so C can have 
at most two such arms, leading to the two vertices of n. Thus C has at most two 
arms of minimal edges. 
If C has two arms in M leading to n, then n, C, and the two arms form F,. So 
the minimal class containing C can contain no other edges, and C is its unique cycle. 
Thus in a minimal class with two cycles, each cycle has at most one arm in M. Cl 
3. Pivoting to a single minimal class 
In this section, we show how to choose a basis for B(G) for which the minimal 
elements form a single equivalence class. 
Let B be a basis for B(G). A minimal basic component is a connected component 
of B that contains a minimal edge. By Theorem 2.9, a minimal basic component 
Fig. 4. Distinct arms may share edges. 
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contains minimal edges from a single equivalence class, and perhaps nonminimal 
basic edges as well. 
Proposition 3.1. Let KO be a nonminimal basic component of B(G). There exists a 
basic component K1 and a nonbasic edge joining KO and K,. Moreover, K, is 
unique and minimal, and all nonbasic edges incident to KO also meet K,. 
Proof. KO contains a cycle CO and G contains a bicycle, so KO #G and there is a 
nonbasic edge e incident to KO. We first show e is also incident to some basic com- 
ponent K1 #K,,. 
If e is either a loop or incident to KO at two nodes, then F, contains CO, and 
F,nBCK,. Let kOcCO, and suppose kO?b for some bEB. Then beF,, so bcKO. 
If b is in some fundamental circuit Ff, then COc Ff and so kOc Ff. Thus kO= b and 
so kO is minimal, in contradiction. Therefore e is also incident to some basic com- 
ponent K, # KO. 
Suppose there is a nonbasic edge f that is incident to KO and to a third basic com- 
ponent K,. Each kO 5 CO beiongs to F, and FJ, so a similar argument shows that 
k,r b impiies b E K,, and kO is minimal. So K1 is the only basic component joined 
to KO. 
Suppose K, is a nonminimal basic component. By applying the above conclu- 
sions to K,, we see that KO and K, are the only components of B and their cycles 
CO, Cl are equivalent. But then CO and C, consist of minima1 edges, in con- 
tradiction. 
So KI is a minima1 basic component and is the unique basic component joined 
to KO. AI1 nonbasic edges incident to K,-, are also incident to K,. 0 
The foilowing result can be obtained in a straightforward but nonconstructive 
way. However, we require an algorithmic proof in the sequel [25,26]. 
Theorem 3.2. If B(G) has more than one minimal class with respect o some basis 
B, then there is a sequence of at most 1 E I- 1 B 1 pivot operations that yields a basis 
with a single minimal class. 
Proof. Suppose B(G) has more than one minima1 class with respect to a basis B. 
Then it has minima1 basic components K,, K2, . . . , K,, (n =2), containing distinct 
minima1 classes M, , M,, . . . , M,*, respectively. There is a nonbasic edge e joining K1 
to some Ki, and the fundamental circuit F,(B) of e with respect to B contains 
Ml U Mi . Now B U (e} contains F,(B), and if we pivot out any f E Mi, then B’ = 
B U {e) - { f ) is a basis for B(G) (otherwise e wouid have a second fundamental cir- 
cuit). We claim ;hat B(G) has fewer minima1 classes for B’ than for B. 
The fundamental circuit off with respect to B’ is F!(B’) =F’(B). For any non- 
basic edge x#e, f that is not incident to Ki, feF,(B) and so F,(B’) =F,(B). 
However if x is incident to Ki then f E F,(B), and F,(B’) contains M,, e, perhaps 
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Fig. 5. The number of minimal classes decreases from three to one: (a) B has three minimal classes, 
(b) B’ has one minimai class. 
some edges of Mi other than f, and perhaps some edges of K, (Kj) that are not in 
M* (“i)* 
When we pivot to B’, all equivalence classes of basic elements remain the same 
for components of B not joined to Kj. The elements of Mi are no longer minimal, 
since every F,(B’) that contains an edge of Ki will contain e and thus Ml : MjZ'M, . 
If M,, is joined to Mi by a single edge, then Mh will no longer be minimal if every 
F,(B) that contains Mh contains either Mj or Ml. Otherwise Mh will be minimal for 
B’ as well. 
The edges in Ml clearly remain minimal and equivalenr to each other with 
respect to B’. There may be additional edges equivalent to those in M,, enlarging 
the minimal class, but these can only be previously nonminimal edges from K, . In- 
deed, FJ(B’) is a fundamental circuit containing Ml but no edges in any component 
of B’other than K, U {e} and Ki- (f ), so these are the only components of B’ that 
can augment M, . Since M, is not equivalent to Mj , there is a nonbasic edge x inci- 
dent to Ml at one node and to either Ml or a third basic component at its other 
node. F’(B’)=F’(B) then contains M, but not e or any edge of Kj, so only edges 
of K, can augment MI. 
Finally, no edges in nonminimal components of B are minimal with respect to B’. 
Indeed, if K is a nonminimal basic component of B then, by Proposition 3.1 it is 
connected to a unique minimal basic component K. of B, with minimal class MO. 
If Ko#Kj then Kr’M,, but there is a fundamental circuit joining MO to another 
minimal basic component and thus containing no edges of K. On the other hand, 
if K,= Ki then Kr’K, but Ff(B’) contains no edges of K. So no edges of K are 
minimal with respect to B’. 
So one pivot reduces the number of minimal classes. Note that once f is pivoted 
out of B it will not rejoin the basis at a later stage, because it will not join K, to 
a minimal basic component. Thus at most IEI - IB 1 pivots will yield a basis with 
a single minimal class. (This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.) Cl 
4. Matroid contraction 
We have seen how the minimal classes of a bicircular matroid reflect the con- 
nectedness and cycle structure of the underlying graph. In preparation for showing 
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how nonminimal elements may be contracted in order to determine these structures, 
we recall some facts about matroid contraction. Let.M be a matroid on S, B be a 
basis for M, and TCS. A subset J of S- T is independent in the contraction M/T 
if and only if JU T is independent in M. The next few results follow directly from 
the definitions and elementary matroid theory, and their proofs are mostly omitted. 
Proposition 4.1. Let TC B. Then B - T is a basis for M/T. If L is dependent (a cir- 
cuit containing T) in M, then L - T is dependent (a circuit) in M/T. If J is a circuit 
in M/T then there is a circuit L in M for which JCL c JU T. 
The following examples help to clarify the nature of contractions. If M= B(G), 
then M/T is the bicircular matroid B(G/T) on the contracted graph G/T= 
(V’, E - T) defined by successively contracting edges e= [u, u] of T as follows: 
(a) If u # O, then u and u are identified with a single vertex and e is removed. 
(b) If u = o then e and u are removed, each nonloop edge f = [u, w] at uf w 
becomes a loop f = [w, w] at its other vertex, and every loop edge f = [u, u] at u 
becomes a free loop. (A free loop is an edge incident to no nodes [35,36].) This ap- 
plies whether or not f belongs to T. Any free loops form dependent singletons in 
M/T. 
(c) If e is a free loop, then e is just removed (this case does not occur here since 
Tc B). 
Corollary 4.2. Let n E S- B, F,(V) be the fundamental circuit of n in M (M/T) 
with respect o B (B- T). Then V= F, - T and VC F,C VU T. 
Proof. There is a circuit L in M such that VC L C VU T. Since the only nonbasic 
element of VU T is n, L =F,. c3 
Theorem 4.3. Let TC B. For b and c in B - T, b dM c if and only if b IM/T c. Thus 
contraction by T preserves the relations 5 and = between M and M/T, and for 
b E B - T, [b]M,T= [b], - T. If b is a minimal element in M, then it is minimal in 
M/T. If T contains no minimal elements of M, then M and M/T have the same 
minimal elements. 
Corollary 4.4. Let M be the set of minimal elements in B and T= B - M. Then M 
is both a basis for M/T and the set of r?inimal elements with respect o that basis. 
5. Nonminimal classes in bicircular matroids 
Let B be a basis for B(G), and suppose B(G) has a single minimal class with 
respect to B. Using Lemma 2.5, we can contract the set T of all edges in B that are 
contained in no bicycle. Then G/T is connected and each edge is in a bicycle. Since 
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the edges in T are not minimal in B(G), Theorem 4.3 implies that the matroid 
B(G)/T= B(G/T) also has a single minimal class. Thus, for the remainder of this 
paper we will assume that B contains a single minimal class M and that every edge 
of G is in a bicycle. We now describe the structure of nonminimal classes. 
Definition 5.1. For aE B, let Q[a] = (ecE-B: acF,}. Note that each Q[a] #0, 
Q[a] U {a} is the fundamental cocircuit of a with respect to B, and Q[a] = Q[b] if 
and only if a= b. 
Let ( VK, K) be the subgraph of G induced by a component K of B. By Lemma 
2.7, K contains a unique cycle C. For each node ke V,, there is a unique path P 
with edges in K-C joining k to a node on C (if k is on C then P= (k)). In par- 
ticular, for each b E K- C, there are unique basic paths Q and P= Q U b from the 
two end nodes of b to C. (Note that b is not a loop.) We call P the unique basic 
path from b to C. 
Lemma 5.2. Let K be a component of B with cycle C. If a, b E K - C and the unique 
basic path from b to C contains a, then as b. 
Proof. If not, then there exists a nonbasic edge whose fundamental bicycle contains 
b but not a. This implies the existence of a second path in K from b to C, not passing 
through a, in contradiction. Cl 
Corollary 5.3. Let a, b E K - C, a= b, and suppose the unique basic path P from b 
to C contains a. Then for all c lying between a and b on P, c=a. 
Theorem 5.4. Let ]a,] be a nonminimal fundamental class of G contained in a 
single basic component K and let C be the unique cycle in K. Then [a,] has one of 
the following forms: 
(a) [a,] is a path R from some a,, to (w.l.o.g,) a,, where the unique basic path P 
from a, to C contains [a,]. Let 0 and n be the terminal nodes of R, where n is a 
node of a,,. If [a,] is maximal, then all other basic edges meet [a,] in at most node 
0 and each edge in Q[a, ] meets n. 
(b) [a,] consists of two paths R, and R, that meet only at a common terminal 
node 0. If [a,] is maximal, then all other basic edges meet [al] in at most 0. 
Moreover, each edge in Q]a,] joins the two other terminal nodes of R, and R2. 
(c) [a,] consists of two paths R, and R2 with no common nodes. There are 
unique shortest (i.e., fewest edges) basic paths P, and P2 in K - C that meet C and 
contain R,, Rz, respectively. If [a,] is maximal, then all other basic edges meet [a,] 
in at most the terminal nodes of R,, R2 closest o C along P,, P2. Moreover, each 
edge in Q[a,] joins the two other terminal nodes of R,, R2. 
(d) [al] consists of three paths R,, R2 and R, meeting at a common terminal 
node 0. There is a unique basic path Pin K - C from 0 to C containing (W.i.0.g.) R,. 
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If [a, ] is maximal, then all other basic edges meet [a, ] in at most the terminal node 
of R, other than 0. Moreover, each edge in Q[a,] joins the two other terminal 
nodes of R,, RZ. 
(e) [a,] = C. If [a, ] is maximal, then each edge in Q[a,] meets C in exactly one 
node. 
(f) [a,] = CUR, where R is a path with edges in B- C that is incident to C. If 
[a,] is maximal, then each edge in Q[a,] meets the end node of R that is not on C. 
Proof. Suppose [a,] meets C. Since all elements of C are equivalent, CC [al]. We 
will show that [a,] consists of C, together with a (possibly empty) path. Since [a,] 
is not minimal, Proposition 3.1 implies that K is joined by at least one nonbasic edge 
to a unique minimal basic component K, . 
Let e be any such edge, Then CC& and eEQ[aJ. The unique basic path to C 
from the node of e contained in K is P=(F,nK)- C. Since CC [a,], Pfl [al] will 
be the same for all such edges e. Either each Pfl [a,] = 0, whence [al] = C, or else 
B contains a path R that lies along an arm of C, meets C, and satisfies Pfl [a,] = R 
for all such P. Thus, [a,] = CU R. 
Suppose [a,] = CU R and is maximal. Then each edge in Q[aJ meets the end 
node of R not in C, since otherwise its path P would contain basic edges ?a1 but 
not in [a,] (case (f)). Similarly, if [a,] = C and is maximal, then each edge in Q[aJ 
meets C (case (e)). 
Now let [a,] fl C=0. Since [a,] is finite, there exists some a,E [a,] such that for 
all aE[a,], aza,, the unique basic path from a to C does not contain a,,. 
Moreover, at least one node n of a,, has [all-degree one, i.e., is met by no other 
edge of [a,]. Let Pl be the unique basic path from a,, to C. By the preceding corol- 
lary, P, fl [a,] is also a path terminating in a,,. 
If [at] CPt , then R = [a,] is a path from a, to (w.1.o.g.) al. Let 0 be the terminal 
node of R at al. If [a,] is maximal, then every nonbasic edge eE Q[a,)] = Q[a,] must 
meet node n. Moreover, another basic edge b can only meet [a,] at 0, since other- 
wise bzal. This concludes case (a). 
Suppose [a,] is not contained in P, . There is some aje [a,] -PI such that for all 
aE [a,], a#aj, the unique basic path from a to C does not contain aj. At least one 
node j of aj has [all-degree one. Let P2 be the unique basic path from aj to C. By 
Corollary 5.3, P2fl [a,] is also a path terminating in aj. Let eE Q[a,]. Since F, con- 
tains a,, and aj, there are basic paths from e to C that pass through n, j and contain 
PI, Pz, respectively. Since [al] C F,, Corollary 5.3 implies that [al] C P, U Pz. 
Now P, n P is a (possibly empty) path meeting C, since otherwise there would be 
a basic circuit. Let IV=& fl Pz fl [a,]. If W=0, then Rt =P, n [al] and R2= 
P2 f7 [a,] can meet in at most one node. This corresponds to case (b) or (c), depend- 
ing on whether R, and R2 meet. 
If W# 0, then R, = (P, - Pz) n [a,], R2 = (Pz -PI) fl [a,], and R3 = W are three 
paths comprising [a,], which corresponds to case (d). 
If [a,] is maximal, the remainder follows easily for cases (b), (c), and (d). 0 
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Corollary 5.5. If a nonminimal class [a,] meets more than one basic component, 
then it meets precisely two components K,, K2 and has one of the following two 
forms: 
(g) [a,] consists of paths R, and R2 in K, and K2, respectively. If [a,] is maximal, 
then R, and R2 have terminal nodes of basic degree one, and each edge in Q[aJ 
joins these nodes. 
(h) [a,] = R, U R2, where R, is a path in K, and R, is a cycle C2 in K, together 
with a (possibly empty) path of edges in K2 - C, that is incident o C,. If [a,] is 
maximal, then every edge in Q[a,] joins the same terminal node of R, to the ter- 
minal node of the path (to C). 
Proof. Ip_ fundamental circuit contains basic edges from at most two basic com- 
ponents, so if [a,] meets two basic components K1, K2, then [a,] cKI U K2. One 
component, (w.1.o.g.) K,, contains a cycle Ct of minimal edges. Since [aI] is not 
minimal, Ct fI [al] =0. There is some ajc K1 CI [al] such that for all aE K1 n [a,], 
a#ai, the unique basic path from a to Ct does not contain ai. At least one node 
i of ai has [a&degree one. Let P, be the unique basic path from aj to Ct. By Corol- 
lary 5.3, Pt n [a,] is a path from ai to (w.1.o.g.) al. Every edge eE Q[a,] joins K2 to 
K,, and P,CF,. 
Suppose [aI] meets the unique cycle C, of K,. Then C2C [a,], and if eE Q[aJ 
then F, also contains C, and a path in K2 from e to C,. So [aI] contains at most 
one arm of C,. If [aI] is maximal, the rest of case (h) follows easily. 
If [a,] does not meet C,, a similar argument concludes the proof. 0 
6. Secondary equivalence 
Fundamental bicycles cannot be used to distinguish edges in the same minimal 
class of B(G). For this reason, we introduce a new equivalence relation and cor- 
responding bicycles to use in the recognition algorithm. 
Definition 6.1. Let M be a matroid with basis B. A secondary circuit in M with 
respect to B is a circuit containing exactly two nonbasic elements. Two elements 
a, b E B are secondarily equivalent, aE2 b, if they belong to the same fundamental 
and secondary circuits. 
This defines an equivalence relation on B, and we denote the equivalence class of 
aE B by [alz. We call [aI2 the secondary class of a; of course, [a] > [a12. If 
M = I?(G), then we can establish the general form of secondary equivalence classes. 
In this case, we will refer to secondary circuits as secondary bicycles. 
Note that if G contains at least 2 nonbasic edges, then lQ[a] 112 for each minimal 
edge a. 
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Proposition 6.2. Suppose G contains at least 2 nonbasic edges and let [a] be a fun- 
damental equivalence class in B(G). If /Q[aJ/ r2 then the secondary equivalence 
class [aI2 is connected and is either a path whose interior nodes (if any) have degree 
2, a cycle with exactly one node of degree > 2, or a cycle with one arm. In the latter 
case, only the terminal node of the arm can meet any edge not contained in [alz. 
If Q[a] is a singleton {e} , then [al2 = [a] is a maximal fundamental class and may 
be disconnected. However, [aI2 U {e} = [a] U {e} has one of the above three forms. 
Proof. The proof follows from an analysis of the cases in Theorem 2.14, and in 
Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5. Note that if Q[a] = (e>, then [a] is maximal and so 
any secondary bicycle L containing a contains all of [a]. Thus [a]* = [a]. The final 
conclusion follows since if IQ[a] I= 1, then [a] is not minimal. Cl 
Corollary 6.3. Let a and b be distinct edges of B, at most one of which is a loop. 
Suppose a, b either meet at a node to which no other edges of G are incident or else 
are joined by an edge e E Q[a] between two such distinct nodes. Then aE2 b. Con- 
versely, every class [aI2 with at least two elements contains two edges of this 
form. 
We now choose one edge from each secondary equivalence class in G and contract 
the remaining edges of B to obtain a connected graph [G], , with bicircular matroid 
B(G)2. The above corollary implies that the matroid B(G)2 is independent of the 
choice of edges, which leads to the following simplifying result. 
Proposition 6.4. Suppose G contains at least 2 nonbasic edges. Then B(G)2 is in- 
dependent of the choice of representative dges, which form a basis having a single 
minimal class. Every secondary equivalence class contains a single edge and the 
order of edges in B(G) along any path or cycle is maintained in B(G),. 
We will thus assume for the remainder of this paper that with respect to the given 
basis for B(G), G contains at least 2 nonbasic edges and no two basic edges are 
secondarily equivalent. 
7. Contracting nonminimal elements in bicircular matroids 
As above, let M be the set of minimal edges for the basis B of B(G), and set 
T= B - M. Each basic cycle is either contained in M and becomes a cycle in G/T 
or else contains no minimal edges and vanishes during contraction. By Corollary 
4.4, M is a basis for B(G/T) and every basic edge is minimal. 
Theorem 7.1. The graph G/T is connected and each of its edges is contained in a 
bicycle. 
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Proof. Since G is connected, each component K of B contains a cycle and either 
contains no minimal edges and itself constitutes a nontree component of T, or else 
contains a nontree component K’ of M and possibly one or more tree components 
of T. Since contraction by tree components of T preserves connectivity, we may 
assume T consists of only nontree components. 
Let K, be a nonminimal basic component of B(G). By Corollary 2.10, M is con- 
nected and contains a single cycle C. Proposition 3.1 then implies that all nonbasic 
edges meeting K,, also meet M. After we contract G by K,, these edges become 
loops meeting M. Since no other edges are affected by such a contraction, G/K, is 
connected. It follows by induction on the class of nonminimal basic components 
that G/T is connected. 
Since G contains a bicycle, S- B#0 and contains some edge n. Then McF, by 
Proposition 2.6 and, by Corollary 4.2, I$- T is the fundamental circuit of n with 
respect o M in B(G)/T= B(G/T). Finally F, - T contains M and is thus a bicy- 
cle. Cl 
Proposition 7.2. No two edges of M are secondarily equivalent in B(G/T). 
Proof. If suffices to let T be a singleton. Suppose a,bEM and as2 b in B(G/T). 
An examination of the cases in Corollary 6.3 shows that aE2b in B(G), in con- 
tradiction. q 
Thus for the remainder of the paper, we may assume in addition that B = M, i.e. t 
the basic edges in B(G) constitute the unique minimal class. 
i’roposition 7.3. If a basic cycle C in G has an arm A, then every nonbasic edge 
in G meets the terminal node of A. 
Proof. Since B= M, each fundamental bicycle contains A and the result foi- 
lows. cl 
Finally, we can then describe the basis for B(G) as having one of the followkg 
forms. 
Theorem 7.4. Let G be a connected graph with at least two nonbasic edges, and in 
which every edge lies in a bicycle. Let M be a basis for B(G) where a/l basic edges 
are minimal and form a single fundamental class, and for which no two basic edges 
are secondarily equivalent. Then M has one of the following forms: 
(i) M consists of two cycles without arms, and each node of G is incident o at 
least one nonbasic edge. The nonbasic edges form a cut-set of G that is minimal for 
set inclusion. 
(ii) M consists of a cycle with two sir&e-edge arms, and each nonbasic edge of 
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G joins ;he terminal nodes of these arms. If the arms have distinct axillae then the 
cycle consists of two edges; otherwise it is a loop. 
(iii) M consists of a cycle with at most one arm, and each node of basic degree 
2 is incident IO at Ieast one nonbasic edge of G. If M contains an arm A, then every 
nonbasic edge in G meets the terminal node of A. If in addition the cycle is a loop, 
then some nonbasic edge joins the axilla and termi,ral node of A. 
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